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I. INTRODUCTION
The theory of signal detection in additive white Gaussian noise (WGN) is well
established. Optimum structures and their performance can be found in many
textbooks [Ref 1: Chap. 4]. Solution of the so-called Binary' Hypothesis Testmg
problem allows one to obtain an optimum structure (receiver) that is capable of
deciding with ininimum probabiUty of error, which of two possible signals, s,(t) or
s,^(t), was transmitted over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Such a











s^(t) + WGN w.p. p^
s„(t) + WGN w.p. Pq









S/t) = S^{t) - Sg(t)
Figure 1.1 Structure of the Optimum Receiver,
and its performance (i.e., probability of error, Pg) is given by [Ref 2: Chap. 6],
e -»
V2N- E(l-p;




p. = Probability that s.(t) was transmitted, i =0.1
Nq 2 = Power spectral density (PSD) level of the additive WGN
E - —- J [ So-(t) + Sj^(t) J dt (1.2)
2 J






= Threshold = —^ £n X^. (1.4)
J
The errc(x) and err(x) functions are defined by
00




erf(x) = j e-^ - d^
271
-co V ^
and Xg depends on Pg and p. primarily, but may also depend on costs associated with
each decision (whether correct or incorrect). If these costs are included but are all
assumed to be equal, and Pg = p.. then ^g = 1-
The design of the receiver shown in Figure 1.1 does not take into account the
possibility that in the transmission channel, in addition to the AWGN. another source
of interference (perhaps intentional, such as a jammer) may be present, with
characteristics far different from the assumed AWGN interference.
In this thesis, we analyze the performance of the receiver of Figure 1.1. when in
addition to the AWGN, an additive nonstationary Gaussian noise is present in the
10
channel. In Chapter II. this nonstationary Gaussian noise component is described, and
its possible generation by an intentional interterer is analyzed. In Chapter III. the
performance of the receiver of Figure 1.1 is analyzed taking into account the presence
o[ the nonstationan' interference. It is demonstrated that the resulting performance is
in all cases worse (i.e.. higher P^) than that predicted by Equation 1.1. (This is to be
expected, since the model that gave rise to Equation 1.1 is not optimum for any
interference other than the AWGN). Chapter IV presents a modification to the receiver
of Figure 1.1 that results in a structure that is optimum for the detection of binary
signals in AWGN and additive nonstationary interference of the type modeled in
Chapter II. The performance of this modified structure is evaluated and compared with
the results of Chapter III. In Chapter V several examples are presented for two
important types of signaling schemes, namely Phase Reversal Keying (PRK) and
Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) under various assumptions about the characteristics of
the interference. The derived mathematical results are used to evaluate receiver
performance in terms of probability of error. P
,
as a function of signal to noise ratio,
and interference to signal ratio. The results are then interpreted and conclusions are
drawn.
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II. NONSTATIONARY INTERFERENCE MODEL
As pointed out in Chapter I. the intentional interference n.(t) is modeled as a
nonstationary Gaussian process having autocorrelation function R (t,T). A possible
i
method for generating such a process is depicted in Figure 2.1, where a Gaussian
process n^(t) is multiplied by the deterministic function q{t) to produce the process
nj{t).




R^^. (t,T) = E{ n (t)n (T) ] = q(t)q(r)Rj^ (t,T)
where
R^ (t,t) = E(n„(i)n(T)).
Note that n.(t) is a Gaussian process since n^(t) is assumed to be Gaussian. If
n^(t) is white with unit power spectral density level, then R„ (t,T) = 6(t-T) so that




Q(t) ^ q-(t) > 0.
Ifn (t) is a nonwhite process, then
E[n.(t)n.(t+T)| = R^ (t.t + T) = q(t)q(t4- t)R
,
(T). (2.2)
Implicit in these expressions is the assumed wide sense stationarity of n (t).
Observe from Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.2, that n.(t) is a white (colored)
nonstationan.' Gaussian process when n (t) is a white (colored) Gaussian process.
Since
1 "^




QJT) = J^''^ -- J q(t)q(t + T) dt, (2.3)
-T
the average power of n.(t) is given by
This expression has physical meaning only when R (0) is finite (i.e..n (t) is non-
white). Note that when n (t) is white (with unit PSD level). Q (U) becomes the average
PSD level ofn.(t).
For most the work, in this thesis, it will be assumed that the interference n.(t) is a
white nonstationaPv" Gaussian process, with autocorrelation given by Equation 2.1.












Figure 2.2 Several Examples of q(t) as a Function of Normalized Time.
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III. RECEIVER PERFORMAiNCE ANALYSIS
We now evaluate the performance of the receiver depicted in Figure 1.1 when
/ Sj(t) + n^^.(t) + nj(t) w.p. p^
r(t) =1 teT, (3.1)
I Sy(t) + n^^.(t) + n.{i) w.p. p^
where i\.{i) represents the AWGN with PSD level Nj^ 2. and n.(t) is the white
nonstationary Gaussian noise with autocorrelation function given by Equation 2.1.
Observe from Equation 3.1 that r(t) is a Gaussian random process, and its processing
by the receiver of Figure 1.1 will result in G being a Gaussian random variable.
Observe from Figure 1.1 that the receiver performs the test
G= Jr(t)Sj(t)dt + ^- J[sQ2(t)-Sj2(t)] ^ Y
T ^ T
and if G > y the presence of Sj{t) is declared, whereas if G < y, the presence of Sg(t)
is declared. Whether s,(t) or Sg(t) was transmitted, G is a Gaussian random variable
havins conditional means
mj = E{Gs^{t) was transmitted] = — J [ Sj(t) - s^ii) f dt (3.2)
T
m^ = E{G;Sy(t) was transmitted] = j [ s^(t) - Sg(t) ]^ dt = - m^ (3.3)
T
and conditional variances





-f- + Q(t) ] s/(t) dt = (7^" 1=0.1 (3.4)
T
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Fq. (gj) = probability density function ofG conditioned on s.(t) being
transmitted, i = OJ
so that
Pg g = P(decide Sj(t) transmitted; SQ(t) was transmitted} pQ
+ P{ decide SQ(t) transmitted, Sj(t) was transmitted) p.
00 Y
Y .00
(the subscript s denotes that receiver is suboptimum for the noise model used), and
from Equations (3.2) - (3.4)
Po Pi
Comparison of Equation 1.1 with Equation 3.5 is best achieved if we assume equal
decision costs and equal prior probabilities pg and pj. so that y = (Under these
assumptions Xq = I which results in y becoming 0). Thus from Equations (1.1) - (1.4)
Pg = erfc[yE(l-p)2NQ] (3.6)
(note that E(l - p ) ^ ) and from Equation 3.5
Pg,- = erfc( m^ JT Gq ).
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From Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.4 we obtain
nij-
_
1 " ^ ^ -
^'
„
2 = [ -7- 1 V(^> ^t ]^ [





-P) + J Q{t)s^-(t)dt
T
and therefore
Pe. = erfc[yE(l-pXl-C)2N- ] (3.7)e,s
where
C= j Q(t)Sj-(t)dt/[NoE(l-p) + j Q(t)s^-(t) dt ]. (3.8)
T T
Observe that C € [0.1] and therefore is the factor that causes an increase in probability
of error due to the presence of n.(t). If n.(t) were not present, then Q(t) = - C =
and Equation 3.7 would become identical to Equation 3.6. Thus we can study the
performance degradation of the receiver by either evaluating P^
^.
or by evaluating C.
as its size will dictate the increase in P^ j. Note that if Q(t) -» -o, then C -> 1 and P^
^
-> 1,2 as expected. It is worthwhile noting that if the nonstationar\' interference
become (white) stationary so as to simply have the eOect of raising the AWGN level,
then, with q(t) = K (a constant), from Equation 3.8
K^ j s,^(t) dt K^ 4
C = — 1 = —
.
(3.9)
'^Js/(t)dt + K^ jsj-(t)dt 1 + K-, "
- T T
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Since the interference source will typically he an intentional janimer (in this case the
janmier lacks sophistication), we can think of the K" (Ng 2) ratio as
K- K-E E K-




)( ) = (signal to noise ratio Kjamnier to signal ratio)
/E(l-P) 1P_ = errc[ / -' ] (3.10)
and
C = JSR-SNR (1 + JSR-SNR)
where
SNR = E (No;2)
JSR = K- E.
We see that a large JSR value is required for the system to become useless as a
receiver (namely Pg 5 -> 12). It therefore appears that a jammer can use its available
power more eOlciently by not spreading its power over large bandwidths.
Consequently, jamnier waveforms other than broadband noise power will be
investigated in Chapter V. Note furthermore that an increasing value of X^ in order to
prevent JSR'SNR from getting too large is self defeating because as revealed by
Equation 3.10. with JSR constant, P^ ^-> 12 as Nq -> ^.
The derived equation for P^ j, will be used in the sequel to analyze specific
modulation schemes and choices o[' nonstationar\' waveform q(t). It will be
demonstrated that by proper choice of q(t), the receiver of Figure 1.1 can be rendered
inefiective without the use of a great deal of jammer power.
IV. RECEIVER PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WITH INTERFERENCE
STATIONARIZATION
The optimum receiver for processing r(t) (with r(t) as given in Equation 3.1) is
easily determined by realizing that the nonstationary interference can be stationarized




J T~ ^ ^'^'^
rit) -> > r [I)
That is, with
Figure 4.1 Structure for Stationarization.
r(t) = s.{t) + nji) + n(t) i = 0,1
where n .{{) and n.{t) are described in the discussion following Equation 3.1, the output
of the linear system depicted in Figure 4.1 is













Evaluating now the autocorrelation function ofn'/t). we obtain
[ njt) + n (t)
^
[ njx) + n.(T) ^





Mr -4J 2" ^ ^-'
R„ (t.T) + R^. (t,T)
\v 1
(4.2)
-^ + q-(t) /^ ^ q-{t)
V 2
where the uncorrelatedness ofn .(t) and n.(t) has been used in Equation 4.2. From
Equation 2.1. we obtain
-^6(t- T) + q-{t)6{t- r)
Rn- (^-^^ = I = 6(t-T)
"
" + q-(t) /—^ + q-{t)
V 2
and clearly, the output of the linear time var\ing system consists of a known signal
s.'(t). i = 0.1. in AWGN of unit PSD level. The optimum receiver for deciding whether
Sj'(0 or Sf,'(t) was received in AWGN of unit PSD level is given by the receiver of
Figure 1.1, with r(t) replaced by r'(t), Sj(t) replaced by
SjXt) = Sj'{t)- SQ'{t)





Y = Cn Xq.














Figure 4.2 Structure of the Optimum Receiver with Nonstationan.' Interference.
Its performance is given by Equation l.I with
E replaced by E', where


















T -^ + q-(t)
(4.4)
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and Xq is replaced by 2 (since N^ 2 = 1 in this case). Assuming equal prior
probabilities and decision costs, we can obtain from Equation 3.6. with replacements
indicated above, the performance of this optimum receiver, namely,
Pe,o = ^^^''^ [ yE'(l -P)4 ] (4.5)




= — ^rin dt
and from Equation 4.3 and Equation 4.4
—
— = ^ dt (4.6)
T 1 + q^(t);.
it is clear that
E'(l -p')2 < E(l-p)Xo
so that Pg ~
^e'
"^^^^ means that the optimum receiver designed to operate in a
nonstationary interference environmemt, performs worse that the optimum receiver
designed to operate in the presence of WGN only, even though the former
stationarized the interference prior to performing the (standard) correlation operation.
This is not surprising because the former receiver is operating at a higher level of
interference than the latter receiver. (Observe that with q(t) = 0. Pg = Pg q 'is
expected). Furthermore, we must have P^ < P^ j,. This can be demonstrated by use
of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Assume this last inequality to be true. This would
imply from Equation 3.7 and Equation 4.6 that
—
J ^d"(V) dt ]- [ j [ -^ + q-(t) 1 s,-(t) dt I <
-— j
d




and rearranging this expression, we have
->
,




which is precisely a form of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied to the inner
product of two functions g,(t) and g-,(t), where in this case




-r- + q'(t) ]
n ^ ,.:... 1 "2
-)
The unsophisticated jammer case discussed in the previous chapter, where q(t)







E' = — ; p' = '^—' dt = p
so that
/ E{l-p)
Pp ^ = erfc [ / ^ "—r- ] (4.7)
''° V 2(No + 2K-)
which is identical to Equation 3.10. This is again not surprising since the assumed
conditions result in simple AWGN interference for which the receiver of Figure 1.1 is
indeed optimum, hence the result that Pg q = Pg 5-
•>\
V. ANALYSIS OF RECEIVER PERFORMANCES WITH EXAMPLE
INTERFERENCE MODELS
The results of the two previous chapters are now used to evaluate receiver
performance under various interference conditions for two important signaling
schemes, namely Phase Reversal Keying (PRK) and Frequency Shift Keying (FSK).
For PRK. the transmitted signals are
Sj(t) = Am sin 27if t - (-1)' A Vl - nr cos 27rf t < t < T , i = 0.l (5.1)
where < m < 1. The vector diagram of Figure 5.1 shows that the parameter m
controls the phase angle between the signals SQ(t) and s,{t). When m = 1. the two
signals are undistmguishable. whereas for m = 0, the angle between the signals is 180^
and we have the familiar Phase Shift Keying (PSK) scheme. For FSK the transmitted
sianals are
s.{t) = A sin 27rft < t < T
,
i = 0.1. (5.2)
We assume for simplicity that 2f T as well as 2fT {for i=0,l) are integers. This
means that
T
j Sj-{t) dt = A-T,2 = E = Energy per bit i = 0,1 (5.3)
for both signaling schemes. Observe therefore that from Equation 1.3. p = 2m" - 1 for
PRK and p = for PSK.
Several interference conditions are now analyzed for the PRK and FSK signaling
schemes introduced. For ease of comparison, all interferences are normalized so that
they all have equal power (see Equation 2.4). Furthermore, we assume (as a worst
case situation) that the interferer has timing information about the receiver (that is. the
interference is synchronized to the receiver clock), and that it uses a waveform c[{l) (see












-t + b < t < cT
cT < t < T
<c < 1 (5.4)
resulting in an interference generating waveform as depicted in Figure 5.2. From














Figure 5.2 Several Variations of Linear Wave Interference
as a Function of (normalized) Time.
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1. Phase Reversal Keying
The linear wave interference of Equation 5.4 is now used to determine tlie
receiver probability of error for PRK focusing first on the performance of the receiver
of Figure 1.1. From Equation 5.1, we obtain
Sj(t) = 2A yi - m- cos 2Trf^t < t < T.




J Q(t)Sj-(t)dt = J {—^ +
—J—
+ b-) [ 4A-{1 - nr) cos- 27Tf t ] dt
T
= 2A-T{1 - nr)
-^ {aV+ 3abc+ 3b-)-
3








3a-c- sin 4jTf cT 3(a-c-4- 2abc+ b") sin 47rf cT
'- 4- '-—34{a-c-+3abc+3b-X2Jrf^cT)^ 2(a-c- + 3abc+ 3b-) 2Trf cT
(5.5)
a. Performance of the Suboptimum Receiver
From Equation 3.8 and Equation 5.5, we obtain
JSR'SNR-c,
C = ! (5.6)
1 + JSR-SXR-Ej
where
JSR ^^^— = — (a'c- + 3abc + 3b^);E
E 3




3(a^c-+- abc ) cos 4kUT - 3abc + 2(a-c- + 3abc+ 3b-)(27rrcTr
1 2(a-c- + 3abc+3b-K2nrcT)-
3a~c" sin 47rr cT 3( a-c" + 2abc + b' ) sin Ak[ cT
•4(a-c-+3abc+3b-)(2jrfcTy 2(a-c--f 3abc+ 3b-) 27Tf cT
This expression demonstrates that the performance of the conventional
suboptimimi receiver depends on the SNR as well as JSR and on the actual values of
the parameters a. b. c. f, and T. The receiver designer has limited control of JSR.
Clearly, as JSR -* ^. C -> 1 for constant SNR, and P^
^
-+ 12 (see Equation 3.7). If
the jammer is not present C = and Pg
^
= Pg- However, for constant JSR'SNR. the
receiver designer can attempt to mininiize C by proper choice of the product f cT. For
fixed JSR. it is apparent that c, —> as f T -* ^ (for c constant). Thus C - as f T
-> 20 resulting in improved (suboptimum) receiver performance, namely P^
^
-» P^. In
practice, this means using as high a signaling frequency as possible, or choosing as long
an observation time T as possible.
Actual performance (in terms of probability of error) for the conventional
receiver is obtained from Equation 3.7. Observe that for PRK,
E(l - p) .A-T(l - nr) E , ,
— ^ = = (1 - nr) = SNR(1 - nr) (5.7)
and from Equation 5.6
1 - C =
1 + JSR'SNR'E
so that
P„ _ = erfc [ V SNRU - nrta 2 ] (5.8)
where
a = 1,(1 + JSR-SNR-Cj).
A plot of Pg
J
as a function of SNR and JSR is shown in Figure 5.3 with m set to zero






o JSR = -3UUW






Figure 5.3 Performance of the Suboptimum Receiver for PSK VIodulation
with Linear Wave Interference.
b. Performance of the Optimum Receiver
The previous result for P^ _ can be compared to the performance of the
optimum receiver. From Equation 4.5 and Equation 4.6, we have
29




I (1 + cos47rrTx) dx] (5.9)
c
where the change of variables x = iT has been used in Equation 5.9. If we let b =
and c = 1 as a special case, then q(t) = at.T. < t < T. Q (0) = a- 3, and JSR =
(a" 3) E so that




- \ 1 + 3JSR-SNRX-










^0 V3JSR-SNR ^ ^ >"




> , cos (4;if Tv V3JSR-SNR)
— =
-






where the remaining integral in Equation 5.10 can only be evaluated numerically or an
approximation can be obtained, if it is assumed that v3JSR*SNR » 1. (The derivation
of such an approximation is presented in Appendix A). In the case of JSR = 0, then
q(t) = 0. so that directly from Equation 4.6 we have
Ed - p } 1 , . ^ t(l - P)
— = s -(i)dt = SNR(1 - nr) - -. (5.11)
Thus we obtain
erfc [ 7 SNR(1 - nr) 2 ] JSR =
erfc





, / , cos (47ifTv v3JSR'SNR)




ySJSR-SNR U 1 + y-
* 7r'73JSR-SNR .
A plot of Pg Q as a function of SNR and JSR is shown in Figure 5.4 with m set to
zero, and parameters b set to zero and c set to one.
Comparison of Equation 5.8 and Equation 5.12 is dilTicult at best because
the parameter P can only be approximated (see Appendix A). We observe that with b





I + JSR'SNR-- ^—
If JSR is ver>- large (with SNR fixed) and f T is allowed to become
unbounded (in order to the suboptimum receiver to overcome some of the jamming
present), then










A JSR = -20DB






Figure 5.4 Performance of the Optimum Receiver for PSK Modulation
with Linear Wave Interference.
For example, when JSR-SNR takes on a value of 15dB, Pa ~ 10.
demonstrating the fact that P^ ^ < P^ ^ (as expected). One must however note that as
JSR increase without bound, for fixed SNR, both a and P tend to zero resulting in




2. Frequency Shift Keying
From Equation 5.2. we have
Sj(t) = 2A cos TTif^ 4- [^)i sin 7T(fj - f^): < t < T
and we evaluate
cT^
f Q(t)Sj-(t)dt = f q-(t) [ 2A cos K{[\ + i^n sin 7r(fj - f^jt ]" dt
^ T 'O
•\"Tc
= {a-c- + 3abc+3b-)-
3(a-c + ab) 2cos Tr(a,-an)c cos2Jia,c cos2TranC 2cos 7r(a, +an)c
7i-c(a-c" + 3abc+3b-) (aj-aQJ- (2a.^)- i^%)'
^^I'^^o
)
3(a-c- + 2abc + b-) 2sin 7T(aj-ap)c sin27rajC sin2;raj^c 2sin 7r(aj + ap)c
-I 227rc(a-c"+ 3abc+ 3b-)
"r^o ^"l "^^0 "i"^^o
3a- 2sin 7r(a,-a^,)c sin2;rajC sin2n:a^,c 2sin TTia^ +a^,)c
n;-c(a-c- + 3abc + 3b-) («r«o^" {-«i)' (^«o^' (^i^%)'
3ab 2 11 2
•H ^-f •
7T-c(a-c-+3abc+3b-) (a^-ag)- (2a^)- (2«o)" («i + «q)"
3)
where a. = 2rT, i = 0.1.
a. Performance of the Snboptimum Receiver












3{a"c + ab) 2cos Trla^-aj, )c cos27rajC cos27TapC 2cos Tria^ +ag)c
7i-c(a-c- + 3abc + 3b-) (aj-ag)- (2a^)- (20^)- (aj+ag)-
3(a-c~ + 2abc + b") 2sin 7r(a.-a., )c sin27ra,c sin27Tar,c 2sin 7r(a, +an}c^),W
^
o^w^.v^^^v. ^_o...^,.^„v ^O... ,MV.^ ^^,
1 ->
• + '— +
27rc{a-c- + 3abc4- 3b-)
"r'^o ^^l ^^0 "I'^^o
3a- 2sin 7r(aj-a^)c sin27Ta|C sin27rap)C 2sin iriaj +ag)c
rt-c(a-c- + 3abc-+-3b-) («j-«q)- {2a^f (2%)' {^[ + %)^
3ab 2 11 2
• +
7T-c(a-c- + 3abc+3b-) (aj-aQJ- {2a^)- (-<^o^"^ ^^I'^^o^"
In order to maximize C. £,' must be minimized, with the previously
introduced restriction on a, and a^ that they be integers. For b = 0. and c = 1.
2cos 7T(a,-an)c cos27ra,c cos2TranC 2cos 7r(a, +ar,)c
£,' = 1 - 3[ , ' ," + .' +^ .—^ ^] (5.15)
so that minimization of £,' can be accomplished by maximizing the term in brackets in
Equation 5.15. It appears that optimimi choices for these parameters are values that
result in a
J
- a^ being small. Table 1 shows that when ttj = 3. ttg = 1. c = 1 and b =
0, then C|' = 0.801579349, the minimum value achievable. Thus the optimum value of
C at fixed JSR'SNR IS
0.8016 JSR-SNR
C = (5.16)
I 4- 0.S016 JSR-SNR
which can be achieved with finite values of f and T. unlike the PRK scheme, where
r
infinite frequency-time products are required for optimum results.
TABLE I
COMPUTED VALUES OF c,' FOR GIVEN VALUES OF a, AND a^













































5 0.9338 10 0.9215
6 0.9151 11 0.9249
7 0.9277 12 0.9224
8 0.9197 1-^ 0.9245
9 0.9257
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Actual performance (in terms of probability of error) for the conventional
receiver is obtained from Equation 3.7. Observe that for FSK
E(l - p) E :
— = = SNR 2 (5.17)X \ ^
and
1 - C =
1 + JSR-SNR-G,'
so that
Pgj = erfc( vSNR« -^ ) (5. IS)
where
a = 1,(1 + JSR-SNR-Cj).
A plot of Pg
^
as a function of SXR and JSR is shown in Figure 5.5 with parameters b
set to zero, and c set to one.
b. Performance of the Optimum Receiver
Again, the above result for the performance of the suboptimum receiver
can be compared to the performance of the optimum receiver using Equation 4.5 and




1 |:^ [2A cos 7r(fj + fy)t sin mfi-f^jK]"
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Figure 5.5 Performance of the Suboptimum Receiver for FSK Modulation
with Linear Wave Interference.
This expression can be put in compact form with b set to zero and c set to one as a
special case. Some algebraic manipulations yield
E'(l-p) SNR
VSJSR-SNR





VSJSR-SNR 1 + X-
(5.19)
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This equation can only be esaluated numerically for set values of" the
parameters a, and a^. and changing values of JSR-SNR. When a^ = 3 and a^ = 1
(which is the optimum choice for minimizing C and thus minimizing P ). Equation
5.19 becomes
y3JSR-SNR





^ V3JSR-SNR ^ ^ ^
^"
If JSR = 0. then q(t) = 0, therefore E(l -p),2 = E(l - p) Ng. Thus





erfc ( yiNR~T ) JSR =
P = < (5.22)
' e.o ^ V----'
erfc ( v'^SNRp 4 } JSR *
where
y3JSR-SNR
4 ^ [cos (2Ttv y3JSR'SNR) sin (tiv y3JSR'SNR) ]-
P
= - ' 5
'
dy.
v'3JSR-SNR Q ^ ^ >
A plot of P ^ as a function of SNR and JSR is shown in Figure 5.6 with parameters b
set to zero, and c set to one. Results of numerical evaluation of P are presented in






A JSR = -ggPB"
* JSR = -lUUg"
X JSR= OD"B~
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Figure 5.6 Performance of the Optimum Receiver for FSK Modulation
with Linear wave Interference.
3. Comparison
Performance comparison of the receivers for PRK and FSK with linear wave
interference, from Equation 5.6 and Equation 5.16 shows that the parameter C for
FSK does not grow as rapidly to 1 as a function of JSR'SNR. as does C for PRK.
Thus, the frequency diversity of FSK provides a small jamming margin over PRK.
We note that differences between the parameters P and a are much smaller for
FSK than difTerences between the corresponding factors P and a in the PRK scheme.
Hence suboptimality is somewhat reduced in the FSK scheme.
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TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF VALUES OF a AND p FOR GIVEN VALUES OF JSR-SNR
JSR-SNR 2 10 50 100 200 1.000
« 0.3841 0.1109 0.0243 O.U123 0.0062 0.0012
P 0.4214 0.1435 0.0387 0.0212 0.0114 0.0026




— ac cos 2n:f t + Vabc+b^ < t < cT
cT < t <T
< c < I
(5.23)
as another interference generating function which can he depicted as shown in Figure






= [ a'c" + 3abc + 35" + a~c~ sine 4f ,cT + 2acV6(abc + b-) sine 2f,cT ]
for the average power of the nonstationarv' interference. Observe that whenever 2f,cT is
an integer,
interference.
. Q (0) above is identical to the average power of the linear wave
40
Figure 5.7 Several Variations of Sinusoidal Wave Interference
as a Function ot (normalized) Time.
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1. Phase Reversal Keying
For PRK. from Equation 5.1 we obtain again
Sj(t) = 2A v^l - nr cos27Tf^t < t < T.
Prior to obtaining receiver performance we evaluate the integral
cT
j Q{t)s/(t)dt = J q'(t) 4A-(l-nr) cos" 2nf t dt
c /~——-^-^^^
= 2A'^T(l-m'^)— [ a^c" + 3abc+ Sb'^^- a'^c'sinc 4f cT+ 2acv6(abc+ b") sine 2f cT
0.5a-c-[ 2sinc 4f cT + sine 4(f,-f )cT + sine 4(f, + f )cT
]
a^c- -+-3abc -t- 3b" +a-c^ sine 4f,cT +2acv 6{abc + b-) sine 2f cT
+
acy6(abc + b-) [ sine 2(f^.-2f )cT 4- sine 2(f^+2f )cT ]
a"c- +3abc + 3b" +a"c" sine 4f cT + 2acv6(abc + b^) sine 2f cT











a. Performance of the Suboptimum Receiver
From Equation 3.8 and Equation 5.23. we obtain
JSR-SNR-e











0.5a-c-[ 2sinc 4rcT + sine 4(f -f )eT + sine 4(f + f )eT 1
S ^
a-e- 4- 3abe + jb"^ +a"c^ sine 4f,eT +2aev 6(abe + b^) sine 2f,eT
aev'^6(abe + b') [ sine 2(f.-r)eT + sine 2(i; + f )eT ]
•> ->
,2 , „2,,2 ,_,, ,r,,T ^^..^ ^a"e" + 3abe + 3b'' -i-a"e- sine 4r,eT +2aev 6(abe + b") sine 2r,eT
3(abe + b") sine 4f eT
a'^e^ +3abe + 3b^ +a'e'^ sine 4r eT -t- 2aeV6(abe + b") sine 2f eT
(5.26)
For the speeial ease in whieh b = and c = 1. then £, = 1 for f * f and
e = 1.5 for f = f . thus we have
s c r
/ JSR-SNR(1 + JSR-SNR) if^c*^r'
( 3JSR-SNR(2 + 3JSR-SNR) iff. = f.
It is apparent that C is largest when f, = f for fixed JSR-SNR. This means (as could
be expected) that the jammer is most damaging to the receiver when it operates at the
signal frequency, and furthermore there is nothing the suboptimum receiver can do (in
terms of choosing longer integration times for instance) in order to reduce januiung
elTects. other than to switch to a new frequency of operation.
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Actual receiver performance is obtained from Equation 3.7. Observe that
for PRK
E(I-p) A-T
——^ = —-(1 - m-) = SNR(1 - nr) (5.27)
^0 ^0
and
1 - C = 1(1 4- JSR-SNR-e )
so that
Pg g = erfc [ vSNR(l - nr)a 2 ] (5.28)
where
a = 1(1 + JSR-SNR'£ ).
A plot oi" Pg g as a function of SNR and JSR is shown in Figure 5.8 with m set to zero,
f^ = f and the parameters b set to zero, and c set to one.
b. Performance of the Optimum Receiver
Again, we compare previous result with the performance of the optimum
receiver using Equation 4.5 and Equation 4.6. We obtain





'^'o T 1 + q-(t);-^






1 + [ iO^( 1 + COS 4jrf^t) + abc + b- + / ^^^^^(abc + b'} cos 27rf^,t ] -^
T
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Figure 5.8 Performance of the Suboptimum Receiver for PSK Modulation
with Sinusoidal wave Interference.
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rr~=r
If we assume that b = and c = 1 as a special case, then q(tj = v'Z^'/^ cos 27rf t,
Q (0) = a- 3, and JSR = (a-;3);E so that





(1 + cos Ant t),
—
-
A-(l-nr)Ti-T 1 + cos47rft
=
) dt





a- 3 + Nq 2 1 + JSR-SNR
; < n ^ 1.
In order to evaluate the integral in closed form, we use the tabulated integral
[Ref. 3: pp. 107-122],
1 -^ cos q dx ,, 1 + p- n
I
= (-p)^ y , p = < n < 1. (5.30)
271 V + n cos X ^ ^ 1 - p^ 1 ^ yfT^
The integral in Equation 5.29 can be put in the form
^T 1 + cos47Tft ;?^^c^ 1 + cos qx dx f
f L_ dt = j ; q = -£
Q 1 + r| cos 47if,t Q 1 + n cos x -iTif f
In order to obtain a closed form expression for this integral, we assume
that q is an integer (The most interesting case is q = 1. so the restriction is not too
unreasonable). With this assumption, the integrand is periodic of period 2k, and since
47rf T = 27f2f T and 2f T is assumed to be an mteger. sav 2f T = n, then
C C C C ' ' c
^T 1 + cos47rft 1 t^"^ 1 + cos qx
f L_ dt = f ^— dx
Q 1 + n COS 47rf^t 47rf^ J 1 + t) cos x
T n ^^ 1 + cos qx 1 + p^
--
J
-— ^ dx = T[ 1 +(-p)q ]-
2f^,T 27r Q 1 + n cos X 1 - P
and fmallv
.
= SNR(I - m2)(l
-n)[ 1 + (-p)^ ]-
1 - p^
= SNR(1 W)[ 1 4- ( . )q ^ !- ]
1 + v'^iV 1 - n" + v'l - n^
= SNR(1 - m^) V (5.31)
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where
1 + y 1 + 2JSR-SNR
V = zzz=z=zzizz=—
•
(1 + 2JSR'SNR) + (I + JSR-SNR) v' 1 + :JSR-SNR




Thus we obtain probability of error for the optimum receiver, namely
/erfc [ V SNR(1 - m-j, 2 ] JSR =
Pe,o A i^-^^)
erfc [ VSNR{1 - nr)v 2 ] JSR *
where v is defmed following Equation 5.31 A plot of P^
^
as a function of SNR and
JSR is shown in Figure 5.9 with m set to zero, and the parameters b set to zero, with c
set to one.
If we compare the parameters v and a when f = f, (i.e.. q = 1). where b
= 0. and c = 1. we fmd that
2 1 4- yi + 2JSR-SNR
a = < ^__________ = V.
2 + 3JSR-SNR (1 + 2JSR-SNR) + (1 + JSR-SNR) v^l + 2JSR-SNR
(5.34)
Observe that this inequality becomes stronger as JSR increases with
constant SNR. For instance at a JSR'SNR of 15dB. the two sides difler by a factor of
1.34. and at a JSR'SNR of 25dB. the factor becomes 1.44. Nevertheless, both sides of
the inequality tend to zero as JSR -> cC'. implying both P^
^
and Pg q ~* '-'--^ under
that conditions. The optimum receiver has a definite "advantage" over suboptimum
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Fisure 5.9 Performance of the Optimum Receiver for PSK Modulation
with Sinusoidal Wave Interference.
2. Frequency Shift Keying
The above result for the performance of the suboptimum receiver can be
compared to the performance of the optimum receiver using Equation 4.5 and
Equation 4.6. For the FSK, from Equation 5.2 we have




J Q(t)Sj-(t) dt = J ef(t)[ 2A cos kH] + [g)t sin n{[\ - f^n f dt
J
= A'Ti^;— [ a'^c~ + 3abc+ 3b'^ + a'^c^ sine 4r,cT + 2acv6(abc+ b") sine 2f cT] }•
(1 +
(a'c-+3abc+3b^)(2sinc 2f cT - 2sinc 2rjcT 4- sine 4fjeT + sine afpeT)
2(a"c'' +3abe -i-3b" +a-e- sine 4f,cT + 2acV6(abc + b") sine 2r cT)
. ^ sine 2(2r-f )cT + sine 2(2r + f )cT - sine 2l2r-f.)eT - sine 2(2f +f,)eT





2{a^e^ +3abe + 3b^ +a-e- sine 4f,eT -i-2acv'6(abe+ b") sine 2f,cT)
sine 4(r,-rpcT + sine 4(f, + rj)eT + sine 4(r,-t;|)eT 4- sine 4(r + F^)eT
4{a-c^ +3abc + 3b- +a*^e- sine 4f,cT +2acv6(abe+ b") sine 2f,eT)
1 sine 2(f -DeT+sine 2{f +f )eT-sine 2(r -fjeT-sine 2(f +r,)eT
+ 2acV6(abe + b-)[ -^^-^
-^^^^ '-^==-^—
2(a-e" + 3abe + 3b" + a-e-sine4f,eT+ 2acv'6(abe + b-jsine2f,eT)
sine 2(f -2f,)eT+sine 2(r + 2r, )cT + sine 2(r-2f.)eT + sine 2(f 4-2r.)cT
I c 1 _c 1 c U _c U n
4{a-e^ +3abe + 3b- +a-e- sine 4r,eT + 2aev^6{abe + b-) sine 2f^,cT)
(5.35)
where f = f, + L and f , = f, - L-
s 1 d 1
a. Performance of the Suboptimum Receiver
From Equation 3.S we obtain
JSR-SNR-c '
C = 5 (5.36)




— [ a~c~ + 3abc+ 3b"-(-a"c" sine 4r.cT + 2acv 6{abc-(- b") sine 2r.eT ]
JSR =
:>'>,,, ,,,:>,
SXR = E (No'2)
and
(a"e"+ 3abe4- Tib'^XZsine 2reT - 2sine 2fjCT + sine 4r|eT + sine 4rQeT)
2(a"e- + 3abe + jb"^ +a-e" sine 4f eT +2aev6(abe + b-) sine 2f eT)
^ ^
sine 2(2f,-r)cT + sine 2(2{;+f )cT - sine 2(2f>fJcT - sine 2(2f +f^)eT
+ a''e~[
£3= 1 -f
2(a-e'- +3abe + 3b- +a-e^ sine 4f,eT + 2aeV6(abe-i- b") sine 2f^cT)
sine4(r-r,)eT + sine 4(r + f,)cT - sine 4(r -n,)eT + sine 4(r 4- fjeT
1 C 1 C 1 C U ' C U
4(a-c- +3abe + 3b'^ +a-e- sine 4f eT +2aev"6(abe + b-) sine 2r,eT)
; T sine 2(r-r)cT4-sine 2(f +f )cT-sine 2(r -fJeT-sine 2([' +r.)eT




2{a-e-+ 3abc-H 3b'^ + a^e^sine4f,eT+ 2aev'6(abe-rb-)sinc2f,eT)
sine 2{f -2f,)eT+sinc 2(f +2r,)eT+sine 2(1' -2rn)eT+ sine 2(f +2f;-,)cT
1 c 1 _c 1_ ^ c 1) c n 1
4(aV +3abc + 3b- +a-e- sine 4f,eT +2acv''6{abe-^b-) sine 2i;eT)
(5.37)
Note that C in Equation 5.36 ean be minimized by setting e^' to its smallest
possible value. Sinee with b = and c = 1 c ' equals 1.5 for f = f 2, 0.5 for f, =
fj 2. and 0.75 for f^ = fj or f, = fy. it is apparent that the januner is least damaging
when ['^ is set to (fj - Fq) 2. and most damaging when f, = (fg + fj ) 2, the midpoint of
the two operating frequeneies. From Equation 3.7, we obtain aetual reeeiver







= erfc ( V SNR a,4 )e,s (5.39)
where a = 1/(1 + JSR-SNR-e^'). A plot of P^
^
as a function of SNR and JSR is
shown in Figure 5.10 with a^ = 3aQ, and the parameters b set to zero, and c set to one.
SO 90
SND IN DB
Figure 5.10 Performance of the Suboptimum Receiver for FSK Modulation
with Sinusoidal Wave Interference.
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h. Performance of the Optimum Receiver
The result of Equation 5.39 can once again be compared to the
performance of the corresponding optimum receiver using Equation 4.5 and Equation
4.6.We thus obtain
E'{1 - P') _ 1 .^' [ 2.A cos 7T(f, 4- f;^)t sin 7T(fj-f(,)t ]-





° ^ 1 + ( /— ac cos 27tf i+v'abc + b- r —2-c
2
T
+ j [ 2A cos Tt(fj + fgH sin n{[\ - fy)t ]- dt }
cT
If set c to one and b to zero as a special case, then
E'(l-p') I J [ 2Acos7T(f, 4-f )t sinK(f,-L)t p
= J ^ —^ ^—^ dt
2 2Nn A a-- a- , N"
° ^ 1 + ( + cos 4)tf t) —2_
3 3 <= 2
A-n -i^^J [ l+cos(f X 2f )] sin^(f. x4f )
\— — -^
'—
-^ '—- dx (5.40)
47tf (a-;3) 1 + n cos x
'-
where as before x\ = JSR*SNR'(1 + JSR-SNR). and 2f T is assumed to be an integer,
sav 2f T = n. The integral of Equation 5.40 must be evaluated numerically or it can be
approximated under certain circumstances. (The derivation of such an approximation is
presented in Appendix B ). If JSR = 0, q(t) = 0. then
E'(l-p') SNR/ = —— (5.41)













-^^^J [ 1 + cos (f v;2f ) ] sm- (f, v,'4r )
Q 1 + r| COS y
2(1 + JSR-SNR) + 271 + 2JSR-SNR
2 + 5JSR-SNR + 2(JSR-SNR)^ + (2 + 3JSR-SNR)Vl + 2JSR-SNR
A plot of Pg ^^ '^ function of SXR and JSR is shown in Figure 5.11 with parameters
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Figure 5.11 Performance of the Optimum Receiver for FSK Modulation
with Sinusoidal wave Interference.
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It is not dilllcult to show that for f = f 2 and c = I is ahvavs exceeded
by p. However, for increasing JSR'SNR. the ratio p a -» 1.5.
3. Comparison
-Again, it becomes apparent that interference eilects for FSK are not as severe
as for PRK as the dilTerences in performance between the optimum and suboptimum




J Z P P < t < cT
q{t) = I b (e+'^z)Tp< t < {£+l)Tp
( cT < t < 1
(5.43)
as yet another form of an interference generating function where i = 0.1, p-1. pT
= cT. andO < c < 1.
In this example. q{t) is being pulsed many times between two levels in the
interval < t < cT as shown in Figure 5.12. From Equation 2.3
,
cT , p-1 ,
,
(£+ "2)T
'• '" V (^OTL 4- 2abc +b-) ] ^
C = ^ £T
Qa^^^)
=






1 A 1 P _ A .? 1
P
1 P-1 (£+I)Tp




(a-c- + 3abc + 3b-)
















Figure 5.12 Several Variations of Pulsed Wave Interference
as a Function of {normalized) Time.
:>:>
1. Phase Reversal Keying
The following integral must first he evaluated in order to obtain P . nanielv
cT
J*




(1+ [sin47rfcT + 2sin- 2TtfcT tan'^ (;TfcT;p)]] (5.44)
r
(See Appendix C for the pertinent derivations).
a. Performance of the Supoptimum Receiver
The pulsed wave interference of Equation 5.43 is now used to determine the
receiver probability of error for PRK focusing first on the performance of the receiver
of Figure 1.1. From Equation 3.S and Equation 5.44. we obtain
JSR-SNR-c











: = [1 + [ sin47TfcT4-2sin- 27TfcT tan(TtfcT p)] 1
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Actual receiver performance (in terms o(" probability of error) for the conventional
receiver is obtained from Equation 3.7. Observe that for PRK.
E(l-p) A^T
^'o ^'o






Pg^5 = erfc [ VSNR(1 - m-ja 2 ] (5.47)
where
a = 1 (1 + JSR-SNR'C ).
A plot of P as a function of SNR and JSR is shown in Figure 5.13 with m set to
zero, and the parameters b set to zero, and c set to one.
b. Performance of the Optimum Receiver
The previous result for Pg
^
can be compared to the performance of the
corresponding optimum receiver. From Equation 4.5 and Equation 4.6. we obtain
E'{1 - p') 4A-(1 - nr) J^^ cos" 2jrf t ^
-{ J
—'- dt + J cos' 2;rf t dt ].
2^'o 1 ^ q^(t) -^ cT






, 1 + JSR'SNR
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Fisure 5.13 Performance of the Suhoptimum Receiver of PSK Modulation
with the Pulsed Wave Interference.
In the case of JSR = 0, q(t) = 0, so that directly from Equation 4.6 we have
E'(l -p') 1 , . E(l -p)
— =
f s .-(t ) dt = — = SNR { I - m-)




[ y SNR(1 - nr )„ 2 ] JSR =
Pe,o =i (5.49)





1 + 2 JSR-SXR
A plot of Pg Q as a function of^ SNR and JSR is shown in Figure 5.14 with m set to
zero, and parameters b set to zero, with c set to one.





1 1 + JSR-SXR
a = < =P
1 + JSR-SNR 1 -f 2JSR-SNR
where c = 1 has been used in the above expression for a. Note that the above
inequality becomes stronger as JSR'SNR increases.
2. Frequency Shift Keying
In order
evaluated, namelv




J Q(t) s^-(t) dt =
V {^^^^+ 2abc+ 2b-)
J"




.a2 ,, , P^-^
(C+'^Tp 27rfTt 27rf,Tt
= ^(aV+3abc4-3b-) Y J { 1 + cos
£ = £TpJ c_A
" p-r^ T T
1 4Trf,Tt 1 47tf'rt
cos cos
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Figure 5.14 Performance of the Optimum Receiver for PSK Modulation
with Pulsed Wave Interference.
All integrals of cosine terms in the previous expression are of the form
{i+'/i)T
^^^ sin 7Tkt;T (e+ ''-2)1
J




sin ;rkc(C+ ';) p - sin rrkcC p
TTkT




[ sin jrkc(C+ ';) p - sin (TikcC p) J (5.50)
, Tike TTkc
= sin" tan + 2sin Jlkc
2 4p
(See Appendix D for the pertinent derivations). Therefore
J Q(t) Sj-(t) dt =
'
^(a-c- + 3abc + 3b-)'
T ^
1
. . ^ _ .. , _
7T(f, +fn)cT
[ 1 + [ sin- 7i(f, + f.)cT tan—' — + 2sin 27T(f, + f 'icT ]






[ sin- 7r(f^ - fQ)cT tan \ ° + 2sin 2;r(fi - fo)cT ]
27rf^cT
1
\ 5111 ..III 1 \. I laii





-^ + 2sm 47Tf^cT )
+ 2sin47rf^cT )). (5.51)
'0
a. Performance of the Suboptimum Receiver
From Equation 3.8 and Equation 5.51, we obtain
JSR-SNR-E '












e = 1 + [ sin- K{[,+ LjcT tan—' ^^— + 2sin 27r(f, + rjcT
]
P 7T(rj + rg)cT M 0^ 2p M J
1
,
n{i\ - L )cT














. .„r 27rfncT tan — ^om
-,,.in
27rf;cT ^ ^
( sin" IkLc + 2sin 47rLcT )
0^
(5.53)
Actual receiver performance (in terms of probability of error) is obtained from





1 - C =





= erfc ( yixRoT ) {5.55)e.s
where
a = 1(1+ JSR-SNR-c ).
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A plo: of Pj,
J
as a function of SNR and JSR is shown in Figure 5.15 with parameters
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Figure 5.15 Performance of the Suboptimum Receiver for FSK Modulation
with Pulsed Wave Interference.
b. Performance of the Optimum Receiver
The above result for the probability o^ error of the suboptimum receiver
can be compared to the performance of the optimum receiver using Equation 4.5 and
Equation 4.6. For the FSK modulation, the optimum receiver performance is obtained
bv first evaluatins






dt + j Sj-(t) dt
cT
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If we let h = and c = 1 as a special case, then Q (0) = a" 3. Thus we can simpliiV
the above equation to obtain





SNR 1 + JSR-SXR




















A plot of Pg Q as a function oC SNR and JSR is shown in Figure 5.16 with parameters
b set to zero, and c set to one.
3. Comparison
We observe here identical results on suboptimality for FSK as for PRK. That
is, since a and P are similar in form for both modulation schemes, we find here that
FSK modulation is no less susceptible to jamming than PSK modulation when using a




A jsR = -^ms'









Figure 5.16 Performance of the Optimum Receiver for FSK Modulation
wiih Pulsed Wave Interference.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis general results have been obtained for the performance of optimum
and suboptimum (conditional) digital communication receivers operating in the
presence of (stationary) AWGN and nonstationary AWGN generated via a specific
model. The general results show that the suboptimum receivers have performance (i.e.,
probability of error. P^
^^
) that is always inferior to that of their optimum counterparts
(expressed also as probability of error. P^
^
).
The many examples worked out in Chapter V for PRK and FSK modulation for
different nonstationary AWGN interference clearly demonstrate the level of the
suboptimality of conditional receivers. Perhaps more importantly, the examples
demonstrate the high degree of vulnerability of conventional receivers to jamming,
having characteristics similar to the nonstationary AWGN interference a model used.
The Pg
g
plots demonstrate that without powerful jamming, that is for relatively low
JSR values, the receivers can be rendered almost completely ineffective as their error
probabihties are significantly higher than the iO'-^ BEP military standard.
The optimum receivers proposed however perform significantly better when
compared to the suboptimum receivers and in fiict in all cases, with sufficient SNR. are
able to overcome the effect of jamming. It is important to note however that these
receivers, in order to be optimum most have knowledge about the nonstationary
(jamming) interference that would normally not be available. Consequently the actual
performance of these receivers may in practice be work worse than predicted and
perhaps worse than the suboptimum receivers.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE APPROXIMATION TO EQ. 5.10








[ tan-^ V3JSR-SNR + | '- dx
2 V3JSR-SNR 1 + X"












* [ tan -1 V3JSR-SNR + — q ^ ~'->^^ ^^^ ]
^
v''3JSR-SNR 2
as the above integral can be evaluated in closed form when vJSR'SNR > > 1.
If we further assume that JSR'SNR is so large that the exponential is nearly







DERIV ATION OF THE APPROXIMATION TO EQ. 5.40
Recall from the discussion that for the suboptimum receiver for FSK modulated
signal, placing f, at f 2 in the sinusoidal wave interference frequency is most damaging
to the performance of the receiver. For this reason, f, is set to f 2 and Equation 5.40 is
approximated under this constraint. We obtain
E'Cl - p')
_
A-Tt] 1 ", (1+cos X) sin- (f^x 2f 1
n(a-, 3) 2k '' 1 + n cos x
dx
where rj was defined before.
Observe that typically f^ 2f < < 1. (For f^ = 3.002 MHz and f^ = 3 MHz, f^ 2f
— 1.67 X 10 ). Since il + cos x);(l -I- r\ cos x ) is periodic in 2k, and sin" (fj 2f ) is
essentially constant for < x ^ 2k, we obtain
E'(l -p) A-Tn ?. 1 / 1 4- cos X , f.
2 n{a- 3) ^7[ 2Tr -^ q 1 + r| ^^os x 2f
A-Tn 1 + p^ ^ , Kf.k
=
—T-77 [(1-P)-; —] Isin^l-^)
nia^ j) 1 - p- p.i 2f
and p is given by Equation 5.30. The finite sum can be evaluated in closed form and we
finallv obtain













2 (a- 3) 1 - P" n sin {Kl^ i^)
1 2n + 2ns/l - n' ,. . . . , sinCnrrf. f)
]{1 -[cos(n+l){7rf,f)]d s'
^^^^ 2 + n - n- + (2 + n)vi - n^ ^"^^^ ^^
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thus we obtain the approximation
Ed - p) SNR
* ( )•
2 2
2(1 + JSR-SNR) + 2 Vl + 2JSR'SNR
2 + 5JSR-SNR + 2(JSR-S\R)- + (2 + 3JSR-SNR)v''l + 2JSR-SNR
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APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF EQUATION 5.44
For PRK modulation with pulsed wave interference, from Equation 5.44 we
evaluate
cT
J Q(t) Sj^(t) dt = j q-{t) [ 4a2(1 - m") cos" 27rf t ] dt
T
Vc- P-^ (£+'V)T
= 2A2(l-nr)( + 2abc + 2b^) X J (1 + cos 47rf t) dt
p
, , a-c- ^ P '^ sin47Tft (£+ '2)!
= 4A2(l-m-)( +abc + b-) V[t + '- 1 P
aV P-^
= 2A'(1 - nr){ + abc + b-) V (T + [sin 4JTr(£+ >V)T - sin 4;rf £T ] 27tf ).
^ £=0 ^ P P
Thus, for the sum term we have
p-1
y [ sin4;Tf(£+ 'i)! - sin47rf tf ]i— L r\ / p r p '
£ =
p-1 p-I
= sin2TrfT T cos47rf£T -(l-cos27rfT ) "^ sin4rtf£Trp^- rp^ rp' — rp
£ = £ =
= sin27rfT cos 2Ti;f (p-l)T sin 2rtf pT , sin 2;rf T
!sin^7rfT sin 27rf (p-l)T sin 27tf pT sin 27rf Trp r^^^'p rp rf'^Cll
since
k





^ sin IniXx = sin k.27ifx sin 27rf(k-l)x sin 27rfx.
C =
Thus the sum term
p-1
V [sin47rf(£+'^.)T -sin47rr£T ]
= cos (p-l)2rcrT sin27TfT -tanrrfT sm(p-l)2TrrT sin27tfpT^"^rp rp rp ^''rp rp
= { COS 27Tf pT cos 27rf T + sin 27rf pT sin 2nf T ) sin 27rrpT
^ r^ p r p r P r P ^ P
- tan Ttf T sin 2;TrpT (sin 27Tf pT cos 2;rrT - cos 27rf pT sin 27rrT )
r p r^ p^ r^ p r p r^ p ^ P
= (sin47TfpT cos 2rtf T )2 + sin- 27rf pT sin 27rf T
^ r^ p r p r^ p r p
- sin' 2;rf pT cos 27rf T tan Jif T + (sin 47Tf pT sin 27rf T tan 7rf T ) 2r^p rp rp^ r^p rp rp
= (sin 47rrcT cos 2;tf cT,p);2 + sin" 27TrcT sin 27rrcT p\
r r ^'^ r r ^
- sin- 27rf cT cos 2jrrcT;p tan Tif cT p + (sin 47Tf cT sin 27rf cT;p tan jrf cT;p) 2
r r^ r*^^ r r'^ r^'
where pT = cT. Since sin 27rr cT, p tan 7if cT p = 2sin- Tif cT p,
p-1
y [ sin 47rf (e+ ''2)T - sin 4;rf ET ]
=
[ sin 47Tf cT (cos 2TrrcT;p + 2sin^ 27tf cT p) ]'2
+ sin- 27rrcT (sin 27rrcT'p - cos 27TrcT p tan Ttf cT p).
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Observe that the terms in the first parenthesis is unity and in the second parentliesis is
tan TrfcT p. thus
p-I
"^
[ sin47rf(£+ ' V)T - sin47rrtT ]
= sin- iKfJ tan Tif cT p + (sin 4jrf cT), 2.
The remaining sum term is
p-1
Y ( T +l;27rf ) = cT(l + l;27rfcT).
£ =
Thus from above results we finallv obtain





(sin 47rrcT + 2sin^ 27rrcT tan rtf cT p ) 1.
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APPENDIX D
DERIVATION OF EQUATION 5.50
The sum term in Equation 5.50, namely
p-1
"^




V [ sin TukcE p cos Trkc, 2p + cos rtkcC p sin 7rkc;2p - sin nkcC p
e=o
P-1 P-1
sin 7ikc;2p Y cos irkcC p - (1 - cos ;ikc;2p) ^ sin TikcC p
£=0 £=0
= [ sin 7tkc,'2p cos (p-l)7tkc,'2p sin 7rkcp'2p ] sin ;rkc,'2p
- [ 2sin" 7Tkc,4p sin (p-l)7rkc;2p sin Trkcp'2p ], sin n:kc;2p
= cos {p-l)7rkc'2p sin 7rkc;2 - tan ;tkc, 4p sin (p-1) 7rkc;2p sin nkc;2
= sin Tike, 2 [cos (p-l)7rkc'2p - tan 7rkc;4p sin (p-l)7rkc, 2p ]
= sin Ttkc,'2 [ sin 7rkc/2 (sin Tike, 2p - tan 7rkc;4p cos 7tkc'2p)
+ cos nkc;2 (cos 7rkc;2p + tan Ttkc 4p sin 7rkc/2p) ]
= sin Tckc/2 (sin 7tkc/2 tan Ttkc/4p + cos Tike 2)
= sin" Tike 2 tan rrkc 4p + 2sin Ttkc.
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